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1. Introduction

1.1. Definition

There is no consensus on a definition of “climate” or “environmental migrants.” A good starting point can be found in the IOM definition of environmental migrants as “persons or groups of persons who, for compelling reasons of sudden or progressive changes in the environment that adversely affect their lives or living conditions, are obliged to leave their habitual homes, or choose to do so, either temporarily or permanently, and who move either within their country or abroad.” This definition raises different issues: should climate migrants be singled out of the broader category of environmental migrants? Should temporarily and internally displaced persons be considered as well, or only permanent international migrants? Should one deal with “displacement,” “migration” or even “relocation”?

Another definitional issue concerns the degree of causal link between climate change and individual decisions to migrate, in particular in the frequent case where environmental factors coincide with economic, social or political ones. Dun and Gemenne note that the Refugee Convention does not require that persecution be the sole, nor even the main reason for displacement of political refugees, but merely that there be persecution.

1.2. Scope of Projected Climate Migration

No estimation currently exists as for the scope of today’s climate migrations. For 2050, two estimations are often referred to:
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Myers: 250 million climate migrants,\(^5\) UN Secretary-General: “between 50 million and 350 million.”\(^6\) These figures remain however extremely controversial.\(^7\) Moreover, most of climate migrants will be internally displaced. Yet, climate change will forcibly lead to international migration under certain circumstances, in particular those affecting Small Island or densely populated developing States.

2. International Rules Governing Climate Change Migration

2.1. Protection of Internally-Displaced Climate Migrants

At the universal level,\(^8\) there is no definition of IDPs in treaty law and one can only refer to a soft law document and an International Law Association’s declaration.

- The *Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement*\(^9\) apply to any person or group of persons “who have been forced or obliged to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized State border.”\(^10\) This instrument contains numerous provisions to protect IDPs’ human rights, amongst others, the right to “receive protection and humanitarian assistance.”

- The *Declaration of International Law Principles on Internally Displaced Persons*, adopted by the International Law Association, applies to “persons internally displaced by whatever causes, such as natural or man-made disasters or large-scale developmental projects, whenever the responsible State or de facto authority fails,

---


for reasons that violate fundamental human rights, to protect and assist those victims.”

The UNHCR has so far interpreted its mandate on IDP protection as limited to those IDPs who, if they had reached an international border, would be refugees. Moreover, due to its limited resources, the UNHCR has constantly considered that it “does not have a general competence for internally displaced persons” and its intervention is far from automatic. As it will be seen in the next section, this results in excluding most of the climate change induced IDPs from the UNHCR’s protection.

2.2. Refugee Law: Inapplicability and Exceptions

2.2.1. The Absence of Political Persecution

The definition of “political refugees” resulted in the exclusion of environmental migrants from the Convention’s scope. Some authors have argued that the Convention’s drafters “recognized natural calamities as major causes of human migrations and purposefully declined to extend refugee status to the victims of such events.” Although this does not appear in the Travaux Préparatoires of the 1951 Convention, the debate on environmental “refugees” was not unknown at the time. Thus, a 1953 report by Jacques Vernant already mentioned that condition of a “well founded fear of being persecuted,” relating to an action or inaction of a government, “excludes victims of natural disasters from the definition of the Refugee known to international law.”

2.2.2. Specific Circumstances leading to the Protection of Climate Migrants as Political Refugees

- Finland and Sweden have adopted domestic legal provisions granting subsidiary protection to anyone who, “by reason of an environmental catastrophe, cannot return to his home country.”

12 See e.g.: David Keane, “Environmental Causes and Consequences of Migration: A Search for the Meaning of Environmental Refugees” (2003) 16 Geo. Int’l Envtl. L. Rev. 217 at 217; “Internally Displaced People”, UNHCR website, online: <http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49c3646c146.html> (“Even if they have fled for similar reasons as refugees […], IDPs legally remain under the protection of their own government”); UNHCR’s Role with Internally Displaced Persons, IOM/33/93-FOM/33/93, 28 April 1993, §8.
13 See e.g., UNHCR’s Role with Internally Displaced Persons, supra note 12, §3.
17 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, supra note 4, art. 1 (A) 2, and Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, supra note 4, art.1.2.
Climate migrants persecuted by their government, for instance through a policy hostile to internal displacements, could be recognized as political refugees.

2.3. Statelessness Law: Open Questions and an Insufficient Answer

2.3.1. Open Questions: When Would Climate Migrants be Considered Stateless?

Statelessness could be invoked in the case of low-lying Small Island Developing States, such as Tuvalu and the Maldives, hugely affected by sea level rises. It would require that a State’s territory, population or government disappear. Yet, a low-lying island’s territory would become uninhabitable before being totally submerged. Therefore, the first “missing” element of statehood would be likely to be a population residing on the State’s territory.20

2.3.2. An Insufficient Answer: Statelessness as an Inadequate Status for Climate Migrants

The Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, ratified by only 65 States,21 prohibits expulsion of stateless persons lawfully staying on the territory, except on ground of national security or public order.22 In contrast, the Refugee Convention provides that States “shall not impose penalties, on account of their illegal entry or presence, on refugees who, coming directly from a territory where their life or freedom was threatened in the sense of article 1, enter or are present in their territory without authorization.”23

The 1961 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness claims that it is “desirable to reduce statelessness by international agreement.”24 Yet, this provision alone does not create any enforceable right to a nationality and can hardly be materialized into some concrete protection.

2.4. International Migration Law’s “Inexistence”

Several existing instruments on international migrations merely recall migrants’ equal right to enjoy their human rights, except for political ones, like nationals.

---

21 UN Treaty Database, online: <http://treaties.un.org>, as of 6 July 2010.
23 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, supra note 4, art. 31.
24 Convention on the Reduction of Statelessness, 30 August 1961, 989 U.N.T.S. 175, online: UNHCR <http://www.unhchr.org/refworld/docid/3ae6b39620.html>, preamble recital 2. See also art. 15 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights.
1. International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families,\textsuperscript{25} 
2. UN General Assembly’s Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live,\textsuperscript{26} 
3. Several ILO conventions.\textsuperscript{27} 

These international instruments mainly recall internationally recognized human rights in the specific case of migrant workers or aliens, and their low rate of ratification shows that few states are actually keen to recognize and protect even the basic human rights in the case of economic migrants. In other words, the status of “migrant” does not provide climate migrants with any additional protection.

3. How Climate Migrants’ Human Rights May be Affected

3.1. Human Rights in the Course of Climate Migration

3.1.1. Human Rights of Potential Climate Migrants in their Place of Origin

Climate migration can be caused by three scenarios:

1. **Low-lying Small Islands developing States**, mainly threatened by sea level rise or sea water infiltration, and drought. Example: The Maldives, Tuvalu.

More violent and more frequent natural disasters exacerbated by climate change would further threaten affected populations.

\textsuperscript{25} *International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families*, 18 December 1990, 2220 U.N.T.S. 93, 30 ILM 1517, entered into force 1 July 2003, online: Office of the UNHCR <http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cmw.htm> (article 2 defines a migrant worker as "a person who is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is not a national" but it provides some exceptions, in particular for frontier and seasonal workers).

\textsuperscript{26} *Declaration on the Human Rights of Individuals Who are not Nationals of the Country in Which They Live*, GA Res. 40/144, UN GAOR, 40\textsuperscript{th} Sess., UN Doc. A/RES/40/144 (1985), online: <http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/3b00f00864.html> (art. 2 para. 1 clearly provides that “[n]othing in this Declaration shall be interpreted as legitimizing the illegal entry into and presence in a State of any alien, nor shall any provision be interpreted as restricting the right of any State to promulgate laws and regulations concerning the entry of aliens and the terms and conditions of their stay or to establish differences between nationals and aliens”).

\textsuperscript{27} *C97 Migration for Employment Convention* (Revised), 1 July 1949, 120 U.N.T.S. 70, online: University of Minnesota <http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/instree/migrationemployment.html> (art. 11 defines a “migrant for employment” as “a person who migrates from one country to another with a view to being employed otherwise than on his own account and includes any person regularly admitted as a migrant for employment”, thus excluding undocumented migrants); C143 Migrant Workers (Supplementary Provisions) Convention, 24 June 1975, 1120 UNTS 77, online: ILO <http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/cgi-lex/convde.pl?C143> (art. 11 adopts a definition of migrant workers similar to that of the migrant for employment).
The following human rights of potential climate migrants may be affected in their place of origin:

- **First generation rights:**
  - right to life,
  - freedom from inhuman or degrading treatment.

- **Second generation rights:**
  - right to an adequate standard of living, including adequate food, clothing and housing.
  - right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.
  - right to culture, work and education.

- **Third generation rights (mainly in non-binding international instruments):**
  - right to a healthy environment,
  - right to natural resources,
  - right to social and economic development.

The State of origin must take necessary actions to respect, protect and fulfill its population’s rights. However, the State of origin may simply be unable to respond to certain changes in climatic conditions.

### 3.1.2. Human Rights of Climate Migrants during their Attempted Migration

In addition to affected rights in the place of origin, restrictions to internal displacements of affected populations may constitute violations of the “right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose his residence.”

### 3.1.3. Rights Issues in the Place of Destination

Climate migrants may suffer further violations of their fundamental rights once they have arrived at their place of destination.

- **First generation rights:**
  - Freedom from discrimination,
  - Right to family life (family reunification),
  - Arguably, the right to some form of political participation and incorporation, such as the right to a nationality.

- **Second generation rights:**
  - Cultural rights,
  - Freedom from discrimination,
  - Equal rights to social assistance – considering climate migrants’ specific needs.

- **Third generation rights (mainly in non-binding international instruments):**
  - Collective rights, such as the right to self-determination.

---

29 *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights*, 16 December 1966, 993 U.N.T.S. 3, 6 I.L.M. 368, art. 27: “In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.”
Climate migrants’ collective and cultural rights are particularly at stake. Enabling successful incorporation of a whole displaced population to a completely different society is a social and political challenge.

Under certain circumstances, huge flows of climate migrants could lead to very high density of population. This would probably be the case in Bangladesh, a State already densely populated and which is losing much inhabitable territory.

3.2. Corollary States Obligations

3.2.1. States’ Obligation to Protect their Population and Failure as the “Raison d’être” of Climate Migration

Climate migration, as forced migration resulting from Human Rights violation, necessarily relates to a State’s inability or unwillingness to secure climate migrants’ rights. The Human Rights obligations of States consist in ensuring that their population can stay on their territory, and is instinctively conceived as leading to “adaptation in situ” solutions. However, even with substantial international support, there are some circumstances under which adaptation in situ is not a solution, as it would be too costly or too dangerous: dikes can break. Under such circumstances, one must fully understand that “[m]igration […] is a coping mechanism used throughout history by societies as part of their resource utilization strategies and as a means of coping with climate variability.” Therefore, wherever a State is unable to guarantee successful adaptation in situ, it must organize internal relocation with respect for the human rights of climate migrants. However, a State could be unable to organize a sustainable resettlement if a substantial part of their territory is affected. In other words, “adaptation” should include not only “adaptation in situ,” but also, under certain circumstances, assisted migration. States will have to adopt specific standards, policies and programs of action to further such ends.

3.2.2. Potential Destination States’ Obligation not to Turn Back Migrants to Inhuman or Degrading Treatment

Under International Human Rights law, States must protect only those persons who fall under their “jurisdiction” or within their control. As a
corollary, however, once a migrant has entered their territory, even in case of illegal entry, States have to protect their human rights. In particular, destination States must not expel climate migrants to a country where they would be exposed to the danger of inhuman or degrading treatment.  

3.2.3. International Community’s International Responsibility to Protect?

Arguably, the responsibility to protect, which was primarily recognized in the case of “genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity,” could also be invoked as a legal basis for third States “soft obligation” to intervene when a State is unable or unwilling to protect its population’s human rights. Such obligation could include funding, but also intervening “in a timely and decisive manner.” Yet, in the current state of international law, no binding obligation can be found in any “hard law” instrument, and even soft-law instruments limited the responsibility to protect to the context of major crimes. Thus, the international responsibility to protect is perhaps a useful political argument, but not a legal one.

3.2.4. Principle of International Cooperation

One of the purposes of the United Nations is to “achieve international co-operation in solving international problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian character, and in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” Numerous other instruments, including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, encourage such an international cooperation. The major difficulty might be to transform an abstract obligation for States to cooperate in a concrete commitment in specific programs.


37 Ibid. para. 11(c).

38 Charter of the United Nations, 26 June 1945, art. 153.

4. International Financial Support for Climate Migrants

4.1. "Adaptation", as opposed to Displacement?

The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) provides that "[t]he developed country Parties [...] shall [...] assist the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects." This provision, recalled in the Kyoto Protocol, indicates neither what is to be funded, nor what adaptation shall mean. Arguably, displacement can be considered as a strategy of adaptation to environmental change. The main financial actors in climate change adaptation have constantly privileged “adaptation” (Global Environmental Facility, GEF) and “climate resilience” (World Bank). Up to now, these two institutions seem always to have implicitly excluded migration and relocation from their adaptation objectives. The Cancun Conference of the States Parties to the UNFCCC, which marked a great step forward, referred to “[m]easures to enhance understanding, coordination and cooperation with regard to climate change induced displacement, migration and planned relocation, where appropriate, at national, regional and international levels” as one of the priorities of “Enhanced Action on Adaptation.” Yet, this did not change the fact that the UNFCCC does not finance any relocation program – only research.

4.2. Possibilities of Partial Funding by other Institutions

Potentially, funding for climate migration could stem from three other spheres: humanitarian assistance, migration organizations and development aid. Yet, none of these institutions addresses the core of climate migration financial needs. In particular, extending the competence of the UNHCR would probably endanger refugees’ specific protection while eluding the specific needs of climate migrations (in particular regarding collective and cultural rights and the impossibility of a future return to the country of origin).

41 Kyoto Protocol to the UNFCCC, entered into force on 16 February 2005, art. 12.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IO</th>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Relation to Climate Migration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>SPA (GEF)</td>
<td>Concrete adaptation projects and NAPAs</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = adaptation strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCCF (GEF)</td>
<td>Adaptation projects in developing countries</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = adaptation strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LDCF (GEF)</td>
<td>NAPAs in 48 LDCs</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = adaptation strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Finance all adaptation activities</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = adaptation strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WB</td>
<td>Finance climate resilience in development (NAPA)</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = adaptation strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCHA</td>
<td>GHC</td>
<td>Humanitarian assistance and emergency disasters relief</td>
<td>Responses to various vulnerabilities of climate migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CERF</td>
<td>Humanitarian assistance after natural disasters and armed conflicts</td>
<td>Responses to various vulnerabilities of climate migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERF</td>
<td>Country-based funds to provide flexible humanitarian finance</td>
<td>Useful to address sudden onset event induced-migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHF</td>
<td>Predictable humanitarian funding on a country level</td>
<td>Useful to address slow onset event induced-migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IASC</td>
<td></td>
<td>Network of humanitarian IOs / strengthen coordination of humanitarian assistance</td>
<td>Example of inter-agencies architecture in a specific goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Providing protection and assistance for refugees and forced migrants</td>
<td>Could intervene if climate migration = forced migrants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Promote human and orderly migration / assistance to migrants</td>
<td>Ongoing research and development of assistance for CM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sustainable development / poverty reduction / governance / crisis prevention and recovery</td>
<td>Could intervene in prevention and recovering of climate migration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFDCC (WBG)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination of WBG bodies to address development challenges induced by climate change</td>
<td>Example of inter-agency architecture in a specific goal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.3. Promising Initiatives at the Regional Level: the Asian Development Bank (ADB)

The ADB has funded research projects on "support to climate-induced migrations" and is "studying the possibility of creating a financial facility that will address climate change-induced migration among its developing member-countries." In February 2011, the ADB launched "the first..."
international project designed to generate policy options for addressing climate-induced migration."46

5. Ad hoc Bilateral or Regional Agreements

Universal negotiations might be unable to succeed in an agreement on climate induced migrations which would at the same time be ambitious enough to effectively protect climate migrants and yet acceptable by a sufficient number of States – including potential host States. Regional and bilateral negotiations on a specific migration flow might be more promising, as neighboring States might prefer controlled migration rather than illegal trafficking, criminality and political instability.

Yet, achievements of regional or bilateral negotiations so far have been very disappointing.47 India built a 4,000 km long fence of barbed wire along its border from Bangladesh to prevent any illegal migration.48 Tuvalu has repeatedly but always unsuccessfully called for assistance with relocation, going as far as threatening Australia and the USA with filing a complaint before the ICJ.49 As part of its Pacific Access Country immigration program, New Zealand allowed 75 residents from this tiny island to migrate each year; yet, “applicants must be 18 to 45, have an ‘acceptable’ offer of employment and meet a minimum English language requirement.”50 Furthermore, New Zealand released a communiqué emphasizing that “there is no link between the PAC quota and climate change.”51 Thus, New Zealand, like probably all potential host countries, rejects any program allowing climate change induced immigration.

A major difficulty with regional or bilateral negotiations is that it splits the burden of organizing climate change induced migration from the historical responsibility for climate change or global responsibility to promote human rights. If countries are ready to pay “their part” of the cake, they are probably not ready to accept the whole responsibility of a relocation program. New Zealand’s communiqué concluded on a reminder that this country “made a voluntary commitment of NZ$5 million per year to assist with climate change projects in developing countries.”52 The further step of accepting climate change induced immigrants may require support by the

52 Ibid.
international community. States are unlikely to adopt a substantive international convention on climate change induced migration, and such a Convention would arguably not be “the” answer. In contrast, a light international legal framework may be sufficient to greatly help bilateral and regional negotiations. Such an international legal framework, excluding any hard law instrument, could consist, for instance, in a resolution of the United Nations General Assembly adopting universal standards and creating a financial tool and a small agency in charge of facilitating negotiations.

6. Conclusion

There might be some possible financial and expertise sources for climate migration in several existing institutions. Yet, coordination by an explicitly dedicated agency is missing, which is especially problematic considering the extreme variety of local situations. In addition, existing institutions would not have sufficient financial capacities for the very wide-spread needs of estimated 200 million climate migrants in the next four decades (compare with the current 16 million refugees and 26 million IDPs). A medium-term objective could be to engage States in the drafting of an international soft-law instrument on climate migrations, which would create an ad hoc organization and organize large funding. This should be done at a global level to allow efficient and fair burden sharing.

But, more fundamentally, States will have to decide between two options: protecting climate or environmental migrants. Both options have their pro and cons. On the one hand, if States decide to focus on their international human rights obligations, environmental migrants should be protected by all States, depending on their financial capacities. On the other hand, climate migrants are undoubtedly victims of an anthropogenic climate change: the burden of their relocation should be supported by historical and current polluters. If the first option would protect more persons, focusing on climate migrants would lead to a deeper consideration for permanent relocation as well as, probably, a greater commitment of the international community.
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